CONTROLS SYMBOLS

T  ROOM THERMOSTAT/TRANSMITTER – WALL MOUNT
M  ROOM HUMIDISTAT (MOISTURE)/TRANSMITTER – WALL MOUNT
TT  TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER
TT  TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER, AVERAGING ELEMENT
MT  MOISTURE (HUMIDITY) TRANSMITTER
PT  PRESSURE TRANSMITTER
SPS  STATIC PRESSURE SENSOR
FT  FLOW TRANSMITTER
IT  CURRENT TRANSMITTER
CT  CONDUCTIVITY TRANSMITTER
SD  SMOKE DETECTOR
PDT  PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL TRANSMITTER
PDS  PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL SWITCH
HS  HAND SWITCH (HAND-OFF-AUTO SWITCH)
ZC  VALVE OR DAMPER POSITION CONTROLLER
KR  LOCAL RECORDING TIME CLOCK (RUNTIME)
TSL  TEMPERATURE SWITCH, LOW (FREEZESTAT)
TSH  TEMPERATURE SWITCH, HIGH (FREEZESTAT)
LC  LEVEL CONTROLLER
LT  LEVEL TRANSMITTER